Date
Location

Time
August 20-24, 2007
All day every day
White Cloud Peaks near Stanley Weather
Rain/snow first two evenings
Idaho (central Idaho)
and then clear and sunny
Fish Species Golden Trout, Grayling, Brook,
Size Range Mostly under 12” with a few
Cutthroat, Rainbow, Cutbow hybrid
Cutthroat to 16”.
Flies Used
Elk Hair Caddis, Adams, Blue Dun, Grasshopper, Pheasant Tail Nymph
Techniques Mostly dry fly fishing and stripping nymphs
Comments
GRAND SLAM! We caught all alpine lake fish species in Idaho in arguably the
most beautiful scenery in Idaho.

Directions: Take Fourth of July road on the east side of hwy 75 about 15 miles south of
Stanley, ID. The dirt road, suitable for a car, is about 11 miles to the trailhead. No fees.
The trail is a 30 mile loop around the White Cloud Peaks which requires some arduous
cross-country and major elevation loss/gain. Several trail sections and a few lakes rise
above 10,000 feet. The trail and cross-country adventure took us to approximately 30
lakes with the majority having fish.
For those familiar
with the White
Clouds, my brothers
Justin and Rick from
Utah and I hiked to
Born Lakes, Four
Lakes Basin, Boulder
Chain Lakes and
Chamberlain Basin. It
is a big loop that
allows you to see
every side of the
inspiring Castle Peak.
There has been a
battle for decades to
designate this area as
wilderness.
The Geology is fantastic and it offers a myriad of wildlife such as Mountain Goat, Pika,
Elk, Deer, Bear, Squirrels, Chipmunks, Weasels, Frogs, Grouse, Eagles and many other
birds. We didn’t have the fortune of hearing any of the Wolves that inhabit the area. The

scenery was unbelievable and I honestly don’t know of another area that is more inspiring
in Idaho. You’d have to see it to believe it! Pictures don’t do it justice!
The fishing was excellent for small trout. I was very eager to catch larger trout which we
finally found near the end of the week in the Upper Chamberlain Lakes. This is also
where we stumbled across a lake where we all caught several Golden Trout which was
the highlight of my trip. Rick caught a Golden that was a foot long. It is also where my
brother Justin caught a small Grayling, which like the Golden I had never caught. Throw
in Rainbow, Cutthroat and Brook Trout and between the three of us we caught all five
alpine lake species on this one trip. Awesome!!!!!!!!

My first Golden Trout

Sunday: We drove to the trailhead on Sunday evening past the fires in Ketchum which
were very close to town. As we approached the Sawtooth Valley I began to get very
nervous watching the storm that was rolling in over the Sawtooths and the storm that was
already pounding the White Cloud Peaks. We later found out from hikers that it snowed
Sunday evening up around the peaks where we would be staying Monday night. Nice
way to start the trip!
Monday: 6 miles (4 miles of trail, 2 miles cross-country)
Elevation: Trailhead 8800’; climb over saddle 9900’ to Ants Basin &
Born Lakes 9500’; climb over saddle 10200’ to Four Lakes Basin 9900’ and
down to Quiet Lake 9242’.
Lakes: Born Lakes (3 of the lakes are decent fishing); Four Lakes Basin (Cornice,
Emerald, Rock & Glacier); Quiet Lake
Fish: Small Cutthroat
It was windy, clear and cold (32°) when we started out. Only the excitement of the
moment got us moving. It quickly warmed as we moved up the trail and before we knew
it we were looking down at 4th of July Lake. As we crested the first big ridge the views of
the White Cloud peaks and Ants Basin and the Sawtooths across the valley were
stunning. We felt like we were on a National Geographic expedition.
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Ants Basin – home to a pack of wolves in recent years

As we started across Ants Basin and into Born Lakes I noticed a couple Mountain Goats.
Rick and I watched as Justin climbed the hill to get pictures. It was also the first time my
brothers had seen and heard a Pika. They look half rabbit half mouse.
I also had my mind on Devils Staircase which was also in view! Should we chance the
steep, dangerous climb to get over into the next basin or go the long way into Four Lakes
Basin and fish more lakes? We all decided to go the long way and fish more lakes even
though it wasn’t much easier.
The Born Lakes were beautiful and the fishing for small cutthroat was easy pickings. It
was a great place for “The Ricker” who is a novice fly fisherman to practice catching
fish. After fishing 2 or 3 lakes, telling fish stories and eating lunch our attention was
turned to the huge ridge to the east which would begin our 3.5 mile cross-country
adventure. It was going to be cross-country until we reached Windy Devil Pass which
leads down into the Upper Boulder Chain Lakes.
We began our slow walk up the slope. Lungs and legs were burning as we reached the
10,200’ saddle with peaks still well above slicing the clouds as they whipped by. This
summit offered my favorite views of the trip as you could see forever in all directions.
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The decent into four lakes
basin got me nervous a few
times. I worried about my
pack hitting the steep slope
and knocking me off balance
offering me the quick way
down to the basin floor.
Slowly but surely we made it
to the bottom; but not before
hearing Rick ask me how I
got past a few gnarly places. I
was relieved as we all
reached the bottom safely. It
was the only scary part of the
journey.
One of the Born Lakes & Devils Staircase (lowest notch in the ridge)

The fishing was decent in Four Lakes Basin until we got blown off the mountain. I doubt
these fish saw very many artificial flies. I only think a small fraction of the people that
visit here ever venture into this remote basin. We knew that a storm could come at any
time judging by the clouds that were rushing over the peaks. I knew from the forecast that
we were getting northerly flows until Tuesday which meant colder weather. We decided
to drop down in elevation to our camp on quiet lake a little earlier than planned. I wanted
to avoid getting wet.
It blew all day and rained
all night. We never did get
to fish Quiet Lake which
was one of the most
promising lakes on the trip.
It is deep and one of the
biggest and least accessed
lakes in the area and I know
it has to hold some
surprises. Not being able to
fish the lake was one of my
few regrets about the trip.
The other was not having a
better tent. It’s a good thing
I had a rain jacket to keep
the drips from landing on
my forehead. Luckily for
me the rest of the trip was
Four Lakes Basin – the upper lake is at 10,000 feet
warm and sunny.
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Quiet Lake tucked below Serrate Ridge

Tuesday: 3 miles (1.5 miles of trail, 1.5 miles cross-country)
Elevation: Climb over Windy Devil Pass 10200’ to Hammock Lake 9514’.
Lakes: Scree, Shallow & Upper Boulder Chain Lakes (Headwall, Scoop, Hidden,
Hammock & Hourglass lakes. We didn’t hike up to 10,435’ Lonesome Lake)
Fish: Small Rainbow, Cutthroat & Cutbow hybrids
I went from getting soaked to getting fried. The wind flows were now bringing weather
from the south which we gladly welcomed. It would be a pretty simple day of hiking to
leave plenty of time for fishing the Upper Boulder Chain Lakes. It was still a good 1000’
climb to get up to Windy Devil Pass to start off the morning. As we hiked we also got to
see the backside of Devils Staircase. Even though I think we could have made it, I’m sure
glad we went the long way. It’s steep!
The one thing to mention about the hike is the passageway between Quiet Lake and Scree
Lake. Just to the right (north) of the waterfall leaving Scree Lake is a faint path that will
take you up through the cliff.
We found ourselves catching mostly small Rainbows in the Upper Boulder Chain Lakes
with a few Cuts and hybrids here and there. Historically there has been some big fish at
times but I didn’t see any. The lakes are planted on a three year rotation. The next Basin
north is called Big Boulder lakes. It holds some lunkers but that is a whole other trip.
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My brothers Rick and Justin with Quiet Lake, Serrate Ridge and north side of Castle Peak in background
Four of the six upper Boulder Chain Lakes
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Wednesday: 6 miles of trail
Elevation: Hike past lower Boulder Chain Lakes down to Little Boulder Creek
8100’ and over to Baker Lake 8450’.
Lakes: Lower Boulder Chain Lakes (Lodgepole, Sliderock, Shelf, Hatchet and
Willow lakes); Frog & Baker Lake.
Fish: Small Rainbow & Cutthroat
Another easy day of
mostly downhill! We
ran into the most people
we saw on the trip at
these lower lakes. We
easily caught fish at
every lake in the lower
Boulder Chain Lakes
but they were all small.
The exception to this is
when we dropped our
packs and hiked over to
Frog Lake. I understand
there are large trout but
I don’t know how you’d
fish it without a float
tube because it is
surrounded by long
grass and lily pads. I
never bothered fishing it
because I didn’t want to
wade out through the
swampy grass. It was
rightfully named
because there were
many frogs and toads.
Maybe that is why the
fish are so big in this
lake! The views of the
peaks were stunning.
Hatchet Lake

Our lowest point of the hike was 8100’ as we crossed Little Boulder Creek. We actually
hiked through some sage brush flats that had inspiring views of the peaks. It was a whole
different ecosystem once we dropped out of the Boulder Chain Lakes. We camped at
Baker Lake which is a small offshoot from the main trail. It was very beautiful but only
held a few very small trout that I didn’t bother fishing. It had a very green meadow as
seen in the picture on the front page. This is where I expected to see Elk which are
abundant but had no luck.
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Fishing Lodgepole Lake

Frog Lake (bottom)
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Thursday: 5 miles (4 miles of trail, 1 mile cross-county to Castle Lake and back)
Elevation: Hike over Castle Divide 10000’ into Chamberlain basin 9200’and up
to Heart Lake 9477’. Hope Lake is at 9850’.
Lakes: Castle Lake & Upper Chamberlain Lakes (Heart, Honey & Hope)
Fish: Golden Trout, Grayling & large Rainbow and Cutthroat trout.
It was time to make up for all the elevation we lost yesterday on the hike. We bottomed
out at 8100’ yesterday and have to hike over 10,000’ Castle Divide to get into
Chamberlain Basin. We started out in dense forests and topped out with small tundra like
plants hugging the ground. Not a good place to be caught in a storm.

Hiking up to Castle Divide

On our way up we dropped our packs and
hiked over to Castle Lake tucked away in
its own small elevated basin. We had to
cross a faint path across a very steep scree
slope above some cliffs that plunged to the
bottom. No room for mistakes. As we
approached the slope we noticed rock
bouncing down the side of the mountain.
We looked up and saw what was causing
the commotion. A few Mountain Goats
were crossing the cliffs above us. We
waited for them to pass and then made our
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way over to Castle Lake. It was spectacular to say the least. Castle Peak jutted straight
from the waters edge a couple thousand vertical feet. Amazing!
We continued over Castle Divide which opened up a whole new world to the South. The
Boulder Mountain seemed to go forever; ridge after ridge after ridge. We dropped into
Chamberlain Basin and then hiked up to Heart Lake where we camped for the evening.
Heart Lake is where we caught some larger trout to 16”. We saw larger trout nearing 20”.

A view of the Boulder Mountains from Hope Lake

We hiked up to 9850’ Hope Lake where we all caught a species I was hoping to catch for
years; The California Golden Trout native to the Sierras in California. There are only a
handful of lakes in Idaho namely the Sawtooths, Bighorn Crags, White Clouds and a few
other places where they are found. They were all under 10” with the exception of a
Golden that Rick caught that was just over a foot long.
I was so excited that I made the 400’ climb up to the lake the next morning to catch more
Goldens but to also try catching another species that I had never caught. Justin had also
caught a small Grayling. I was so shocked. Fish species that have eluded me for years
were now in the same lake and Justin had caught both species within a few minutes of
fishing the lake. I was jealous to say the least. I never did get my Grayling so the journey
continues.
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Justin’s Grayling

Rick’s Golden Trout

My West Slope Cutthroat

Justin’s Golden Trout
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Friday: 10 miles of trail
Elevation: Hike back down to the basin 9200’ and then over the divide 9800’ to
Washington Lake Creek 8850’; hike up to Washington Lake 9362’ and over
another small divide 9600’ to 4th of July Lake 9365’; hike back to the trailhead.
Lakes: half-dozen Chamberlain Lakes; Washington & 4th of July Lakes
Fish: Brook Trout in Washington Lake; Cutthroat
It was the last day thanks to me getting the flu. It was difficult for me to keep anything
down since Wednesday and I was getting very weak because I ate very little. I think I was
running on adrenaline from the excitement of Golden Trout and beautiful scenery.
We fished a little in the Chamberlain Basin but the wind was blowing and rippling the
water. We dealt with this phenomenon all week not allowing us to fish a few lakes unless
we nymph fished. When the water rippled the fish couldn’t see the fly and the instant the
water settled a fish would explode on my fly. There are some very big fish in a couple of
the lakes according to reports I have heard.
We were going to originally camp at Washington Lake for evening Brook Trout fishing. I
found that in the Sawtooths they can be finicky this time of year during the day and then
explode in the evening. I’m sure that was the case here. We stopped and fished
Washington Lake for an hour but I only caught one 11” Brook Trout from the outlet near
a log. It was a beautiful trout with bright colorful markings. There are many fish in the
lake but you wouldn’t have known it when we passed through in the late afternoon. I
know we would have slammed them if we would have spent the night. Fourth of July
Lake also had some small jumping Cutthroat but we didn’t stop to fish. I know it gets
heavily fished.
NOTE: It is possible to catch all five species of fish in the last 10 miles of this trip if you
have a couple evenings. It would be very easy to catch all species with the exception of
the Grayling in Washington (Brook), Heart (Rainbow, Cutthroat) and Hope Lakes
(Golden Trout, Grayling). I don’t know if Justin got lucky or what catching the one
Grayling but we spent a lot of time fishing Hope Lake and only managed to catch Golden
Trout.
I couldn’t have asked for a better trip with the exception of catching the flu and a
dripping tent but it still worked out fine. I would rank this as my number one alpine lake
fishing trip due to the variety of species. The one downfall is the lack of large fish in
many of the lakes but what do you expect at such high elevations. The scenery is some of
the most spectacular in Idaho and that is saying a lot. I can’t think of a better way to
spend a week with my brothers! I’ll have a hard time topping this adventure next year!
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Castle Peak and the Chamberlain Basin

Chamberlain Lake & Castle Peak (bottom)
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